
British Colonies “Travel Brochure” 

 

In small groups, you will be assigned a specific colonial region to research and then 

create, using MS Publisher, a colonial era tri-fold travel brochure. 

 

New England colonies 

Middle colonies 

Chesapeake colonies 

Southern colonies 

 

Your travel brochure should include the following: 

1. For the “Cover Fold” 

a. Creative “title” 

b. Intriguing/enticing graphic representing part/all of the region 

c. A short succinct quote making the region appealing  

2. For the “Back Fold” 

a. Intriguing/enticing graphic representing part/all of the region 

b. A short succinct quote making the region appealing 

c. Name and contact information for the travel bureau of the region 

Example: 

Isles of the Rogues Tours 

1639 Roger Williams Boulevard 

Providence, Rhode Island 

1-800-555-1630 

d. In small, yet still legible, font at the bottom of this “fold” should be the 

first name/last initial for each group member (ex: Robert T., Trisha P.) 

3. Small “Inner Flap” 

a. Include one smaller relevant graphic 

b. Provide a brief-but-thorough historical narrative of the region; talk 

about the significance in the founding of each of the region’s colonies 

4. Large “Center Fold” (full page area) 

a. Showcase a brief biography for two (2) prominent individuals from the 

region’s colonial history 

b. Provide an image representative of each of these two (2) prominent  

individuals  

c. A short succinct quote from each of these two (2) prominent individuals 

to showcase their connection to the region 

 

Special Note: Simply “including” each required component does NOT guarantee an 

“A” for your group’s grade. Simply completing a required check list of “things to do” 

is basically average work and a “C” is an average grade. The quality/relevance of 

your image selections, the quality/relevance of how you represent the history of the 

region, the quality/relevance of the primary source quotes, the quality/relevance of 

the individuals and their biographies, and the quality/relevance, quality/relevance, 

quality/relevance …etc…of your product will influence the higher score. Showcase 

something wonderful and your overall grade will reflect your hard work . 


